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Bacteriocins – Future-proof antibiotics?
As Antimicrobial Resistance (AMR) develops worldwide, conventional antibiotics used to the treat most common infections become less effective. In
2019 AMR caused 700k deaths, with that number set to soar to 10M per year by 2050.1 AMR mechanisms often exploit the specificity of antibiotics for
essential bacterial proteins. Subtle mutations in these proteins, selected for over generations and dispersed by horizontal gene transfer, render
antibiotics ineffective. Inherited protease genes can also offer pathogens protection against protease susceptible antibiotics.
Bacteriocins such as Epidermicin target the outer membrane of multi-drug resistant pathogens such as MRSA, forming
pores which ultimately lead to cell death.2 The more general mechanism makes instances of resistance to
bacteriocins very rare, and resistance phenotypes revert back to wild-type in the absence of bacteriocin.
The 4-helix bundle nature of Epidermicin and similar bacteriocins imparts temperature and protease
stability, and combines the pore forming mechanisms of each hairpin fragment. The sequence can be
tuned to change the activity and specificity and, crucially, there is negligible hemolytic activity.3

Protein databases are searched
to discover novel bacteriocins
using Hidden Markov Models
built from known bacteriocins.
Genome mining programs are used to detect bacteriocin biosynthetic
gene clusters in public genome libraries
Machine learning algorithms are employed to infer the critical design
constraints for bacteriocins. In silico models are trained to predict the
activity and specificity of new variant sequences
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Common skin infections can become severe if AMR
makes typical antibiotic treatments ineffective.
Bacteriocin antibiotics such as Epidermicin are
intended for topical application in treating
common and problematic skin infections
Testing on

Clinical
Isolates

Cell-free protein synthesis (CFPS) using an E.coli
lysate mixed with essential amino acids and
cofactors is used to synthesise microgram
quantities of variant bacteriocins from a DNA
template. The technique is highly amenable to
automation and could be used to express
thousands of candidate sequences weekly
Antimicrobial activity is assessed by growth inhibition
assays using various indicator organisms. Variants
which display activity show plaques in the
HTP Screening
agar (halos),
of Variants
indicating the
inhibition of
bacterial growth
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Successful recombinant expression of several potent
Bacteriocins has been demonstrated using the
VisABLE® platform
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Methods
Single domain antibodies will be utilised as
affinity ligands to enable a platform approach to
the purification of promising Bacteriocin candidates

The efficacy of promising candidates will be
tested against pathogens isolated from clinical
settings in order to best represent real-world
scenarios. This requires specialist lab setups
in order to minimise risk of exposure

Preliminary work – A Minicircle DNA Template for Improved CFPS

Future work
• Screen >120 putative Bacteriocin sequences
identified from protein database searches
• Incorporate screening results into existing
predictive models to improve accuracy

Minicircle synthesis strategy

Visualised Minicircle Formation

Cyclisation restores CFPS expression levels

• Learn more about the structure-activity
relationship of four-helix bundle Bacteriocins
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